GOOD ENERGY!

Some expect darkness day and night ...
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UW
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Ag × Ug + Ig × Ψg + Af × Uf
Ag + Af
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Others have seen the
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light

Energy balance = gw - Uw
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What is good energy?
When it comes to windows and energy there is a lot more to consider than just

Shading

U-values. A window is not like a brick wall, where the focus is simply on the ability

Existing features on site such as neighbouring houses, hills and trees can affect the

of that wall to keep the cold out and the warmth in. Instead, the latest energy-op-

amount of sunlight that reaches the glazing. To maximise the energy performance of the

timised windows can actually contribute more energy to the heating of a building

windows it is therefore essential to take existing shading into consideration at the early

than is lost through the window to the outside.

design stages.

Windows play a crucial role in reducing a building’s heating consumption to

The addition of structural forms of shading, such as canopies and overhangs, can also

the lowest level possible. Besides the window’s basic energy performance, the

help with solar control by preventing the high summer sun from entering the building, whi-

primary factors to consider in low energy buildings are:

le still allowing the lower winter sun to reach the windows and provide heat to the interior.

Sun screening
The windows’ orientation in relation to the sun

Low-energy buildings need to maximise their use of free solar heating. However, when

Sun screening and shading

not controlled effectively, passive solar gain can result in the overheating of spaces within

The glass ratio

the building. It is therefore essential to control the amount of solar gain entering a building

Installation methods and thermal bridges

during the summer months with the addition of sun screens to the windows.

The number of windows and total window area
Air tightness

Glass ratio
Windows with a high ratio of glass to frame (or a high Ff value) will allow a greater amount
of solar heat and daylight to enter the building. Windows of the same overall dimensions,
but with larger frame profiles have a lower percentage of glass and therefore restrict the
passage of light and heat.
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Orientation

Installation and thermal bridges

The orientation of the building is a crucial factor in determining how much of the sun’s

Heat will always find the path of least resistance. In low energy buildings, where the

energy can be exploited to passively heat a building. Orientation considerations are lar-

opportunities for heat loss are removed or reduced, thermal bridges can account for as

gely concerned with optimizing the building’s total solar energy transmittance or solar

much as 15% of the building’s total heat consumption. However, this source of heat loss

heat gain (commonly referred to as the g-value) on the south/east/west facades while

can be virtually eliminated through robust installation methods and perimeter sealing sy-

reducing the total thermal transmittance or rate of heat loss (the U-value) on the north

stems. Those currently available can deliver a linear thermal transmittance (or y-value) up

facade.

to five times better than assumed by current Building Regulations.

Window terminology:

Number and area
The number of windows and the extent of the building’s envelope that they cover are both
important factors in determining the amount of heat and daylight that enters the building.

Ff
Glass ratio

Yet, it is not as simple as covering the entire south-facing façade with windows in order
to maximise solar gain. The function of each window should be analysed in relation to
the building as a whole. In buildings where screening is utilised to control the summer
sun, for example, allowing light to enter from different directions will ensure good daylight

Eref
Energy balance

levels throughout.

Air tightness
If energy is used to heat the internal spaces of a building and this air is then lost to the
outside then the embodied energy within the escaping air is effectively wasted. Energy
efficient windows have very low air leakage rates (measured as air permeability) due to

gg , gw

Solar heat gain

the attention paid to creating effective perimeter interfaces and building joints. This, in

Uw
Heat loss through the
entire window

turn, allows a building to be airtight.

LT

Light transmittance

Zo n e

temp

.

Ψ

Linear ther
transmittanmal
ce

Uw

Rate of heat loss
through window

gw

Total solar heat gain
through window

E ref

Energy balance of
a standard window

LT

Light transmittance
through window

ψ

Linear thermal transmittance
through window once installed
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Installation methods
In order to achieve the lowest possible linear thermal transmittance through the perimeter
interfaces of the building, the isothermal lines in the various materials should be as inline
with each other as possible. In real terms this would require the glazing to sit in the middle
of the structural opening (or more specifically in line with the middle of the insulation
within the wall cavity).
However, this placement of the window does not always correspond with the optimum
position for maximising daylight and solar heat gain or with providing the best view.
With construction depths increasing in order to mitigate heat losses through the building
fabric, the lateral positioning of the window must also be a result of practical considerations such as structural support and the alignment of sealing planes. Further factors
such as aesthetics, vernacular design and the practicality of opening windows will also
influence the optimal position.

One of the most effective methods for decreasing the thermal bridge is to
use installation materials and components that are matched to the window
performance. These may include bracket and restraint fixings that eliminate
thermal bridges combined with three-layer sealing systems, which provide
high insulation properties and lessen air losses around the window perimeter.
Furthermore, if an insulated window liner is incorporated then the linear
heat loss surrounding the window can be completely negated.
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Glass options and solar heat gain (g)
The choice of glazing will have a large impact on the energy performance of a window.

The solar heat gain (g-value) is also dependent upon glass type. Glass with a low iron

Three-layer glazing has better insulating qualities than two-layer glazing, assuming that

content, for example, will allow greater amounts of heat to reach the interior.

the other window parameters are consistent. Therefore, it is often advantageous to use
three-layer glazing where the window is not exposed to direct sunlight. With two-layer

The space between the glass layers is typically filled with argon. Occasionally krypton

glazing a greater amount of solar heat gain is achieved, so it is best used facing south

is used, yet the gain in U-value that krypton provides in comparison with the additional

where there is no shade.

financial and environmental costs, means that this is not considered a viable option in the
majority of projects.

2
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The graph compares the energy balance of various glazing options depending on orientation towards the sun.
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Sun screening
Sun screening can generally be divided into three main groups:
Internal curtains and blinds
Provide minimal protection from overheating as solar heat is still able to
pass through the glass into the interior.
Outer permanent or manual sun screening
Provides greater protection from overheating as solar heat is screened
before reaching the glass.
Fully automatic sun screening
The most effective method of preventing overheating as the extent of the
screening is controlled to correspond with interior temperatures measured through indoor sensors.
Different types of outside sun screening are available:
Glass
Solar control coatings can be applied to the glass to reflect
the sun’s energy from its surface. While these are effective at controlling solar heat gains, their value can be limited as the coatings can
not be adapted or removed when a higher amount of solar energy is
required. They also impact on the amount and quality of daylight that
is transmitted into the building.
Non-transparent (solid shutters, solid blinds etc)
Screen against daylight and heat.
Translucent (shutters, blinds, transparent blinds, thin curtains etc)
Shield the sun’s heat while allowing daylight to enter the building.
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Case study one: An experimental New Eco House
The Backgammon house is an experimental new build in the Buckinghamshire country-

mal performance of these windows allowed us to have generous glazed areas without

side created by Kerry Mashford and Frank Ainscow in an attempt to prove that sustaina-

compromising on heat loss,’ says Kerry. ‘Many high performance windows have chunky

ble homes can be architecturally exciting while also compatible with comfortable modern

wooden frames whereas the VELFAC system looks contemporary. We particularly liked

living. The 330m house was designed in collaboration with architect Jason King of BE

the fact that there is no visible difference between the fixed and opening frames.’ The slim

Consultants and was completed in November 2010. It combines good practical design

frames and mullions also allowed for a greater percentage of glass resulting in a high Ff

with pioneering materials and intelligent building controls to significantly reduce energy

value and therefore superior daylight levels.

2

usage. VELFAC glazing has played a key role in achieving these aims.

Modelling software

Solar gain
The glazing provides 92kWh of solar gain per day in September, 57kWh per day in

Modelling software was employed at the early design stages to ensure that the orienta-

October and 60kWh per day in May. When combined with heat created by occupant

tion, the design and the internal layout of the structure correspond to the solar path, the

activity and appliances this solar gain means the house only requires minimal heating from

wind patterns and the shading from existing trees on site. The LT method (a strategic

November to April.

energy design tool developed by the University of Cambridge that can provide an output
of annual primary energy for lighting, heating, cooling and ventilation) was used to predict

The internal layout is designed to maximise the benefits of the solar gain. While sun

daylight levels while solar path modelling informed the design of the roof and a large bal-

enters the kitchen and some bedrooms in the early morning, it then moves to the sitting

cony that provides solar shading to the southern façade.

room and family room, before reaching the master bedroom in the evening.

Daylight levels

The dense plaster blockwork walls, highly insulated external envelope and thermally mas-

The house has 65m2 of triple-glazed, argon-filled VELFAC 200 series windows on the

sive slab, which is coupled with slate flooring in the south-facing rooms, provide thermal

south elevation, shaded from the midday summer sun by a first floor balcony. Smaller

mass and enable the building to retain heat for long periods during the winter. The solar

glazed areas on the remaining facades provide adequate daylighting. ‘The high ther-

shading and ventilation system prevents overheating in the hotter months.

Passive stack ventilation
Dr Kerry Mashford and Dr Frank Ainscow have extensive experience in the field

A double-storey winter garden comprising double-glazed, argon-filled VELFAC units has

of sustainable design having constructed their previous family home in 1994 as

been attached to the west elevation. This has been designed to draw warm air from the

part of the FutureWorld project in Milton Keynes. Kerry is also Lead Technologist

house in the summer, while air entering through trickle vents and open windows on the

on the Low Impact Building Strategy Board and has previously held posts as

northern façade cools the building down. On sunny days in the colder months a destra-

Sustainable Development Director at Benoy and Head of Sustainable Manufac-

tifyer pumps warm air from the top of the winter garden to the bottom allowing it to then

turing & Construction at Ove Arup & Partners Ltd.

enter the house. The automated opening vents within the winter garden façade employ
actuators concealed within the VELFAC windows. An integrated WindowMaster control
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7.0 FLOOR PLANS
7.1 GROUND FLOOR PLAN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

7.2 FIRST FLOOR PLAN

ENTRANCE LOBBY
HALL
INTERNAL GARDEN
KITCHEN
DINING ROOM
LOUNGE
PANTRY
STORE
CAR PORCH
RECYCLING BINS
WORKSHOP
OFFICE
TOILET
UTILITY ROOM
SERVICES
OFFICE
LOBBY
PLAY ROOM
SUN DECK
PLAY AREA
BBQ AREA
DRIVEWAY
TIMBER STORAGE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1 TIMBER CLADDING
2 WHITE RENDER FINISH
3 TIMBER FRAME DOUBLE GLAZED WINDOWS
4 GREEN ROOF
5 SOLAR HEATING PANELS
6 STEEL SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR ROOF OVERHANG
7 TIMBER SCREEN TO CAR PARKING AREA
8 ROOF OVERHANG TO SOUTH SIDE OF DWELLING TO REDUCE SOLAR
HEAT GAIN DURING SUMMER MONTHS
9 NORTH LIGHT GLAZING PANELS THAT OPEN TO ASSIST NATURAL
VENTILATION AND REDUCE OVERHEATING IN THE SUMMER
10 TIMBER DECK TO SUN FACING SIDES OF THE HOUSE
11 CHIMNEY (HEIGHT DEPENDANT ON MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION)
12 BLACK COLOURED FASCIA AND GUTTER TO GREEN ROOF
13 DOUBLE HEIGHT TIMBER FRAMED GLAZING UNITS WITH OPENABLE
WINDOWS TO WINTER GARDEN
14 STEEL HANDRAILS (BLACK FINISH)

HALL
MASTER BEDROOM
EN-SUITE BATHROOM
CLOSET
CINEMA
SERVICES/ STORE
KIDS BEDROOM
BATHROOM
GUEST BEDROOM
BALCONY
GREEN ROOF
VOID
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8
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1 ENTRANCE LOBBY
2 HALL
3 INTERNAL GARDEN
4 KITCHEN
5 DINING ROOM
6 LOUNGE
7 PANTRY
8 STORE

9 CAR PORCH
10 RECYCLING BINS
11 WORKSHOP
12 OFFICE
13 TOILET
14 UTILITY ROOM
15 SERVICES
16 OFFICE

17 LOBBY
18 PLAY ROOM
19 SUN DECK
20 PLAY AREA
21 BBQ AREA
22 DRIVEWAY
23 TIMBER STORAGE

1 HALL
2 MASTER BEDROOM
3 EN-SUITE BATHROOM
4 CLOSET
5 CINEMA
6 SERVICES/ STORE

11

7 KIDS BEDROOM
8 BATHROOM
9 GUEST BEDROOM
10 BALCONY
11 GREEN ROOF
12 VOID

Maintenance
system operates this ventilation system, opening and closing windows in response to

The quantity of glazing and the height of the units on the south elevation meant that the

temperature sensors within the building.

lack of maintenance required by VELFAC composite frames when compared to solid

Air tightness
The air permeability specification for the project was set at an impressively low 3 m3/m2/

timber frames was a key consideration in their specification.

hr at 50 Pa, which Kerry thinks is achievable as long as you keep a very close eye on the

Additional green measures

build quality throughout the project. ‘I’d highly recommend carrying out an air permeabi-

The house has an impressive range of sustainable technologies including a ma-

lity test as soon as the external skin is secure,’ she says. ‘It’s easier to identify and fix leaks

nually operated log-burning boiler and stove, a solar thermal array, a rainwater

at this early stage and it harbours better results than if you just patch up leaks at the end.’

harvesting system and LED and fluorescent lighting.

As well as meticulously sealing the windows, draft lobbies with internal VELFAC glass
doors and side panels have been built behind every entrance.

Installation and training

Yet, the greatest energy savings have been implemented through the design of
the building, which through the clever use and positioning of glass can almost
exclusively heat and cool itself.

‘We can’t fault the delivery and installation process and the off site and on site training,’
says Kerry. ‘We were particularly impressed by the level of technical support we received

‘The glazing was critically important to both the performance of the building and the

from the VELFAC team, especially with the winter garden where the glazing was critical.’

architectural merit of the project,’ says Kerry. ‘It was essential that we got it right.’
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Case study two:
The Eco Refurbishment
Architectural designer, Oliver Heath, has transformed this typical 1960s detached house
into an energy efficient family home with the aim of reducing its carbon footprint from 10
tonnes per year to 2.5 tonnes. Key to the improvements has been the replacement of the
original UVPC windows with VELFAC 200 series double-glazed, argon-filled windows
and sliding window doors.
At the front of the property three new windows have replaced the original UVPC windows
while a fourth takes the place of the original garage door. At the rear, a more dramatic
transformation has occurred with the two ground floor windows ripped out and exchanged for two sets of 2.57m wide, floor-to-ceiling glass sliding doors that lead from the
living spaces into the garden. The only interruption is a load-bearing column that acts as
a central divide.
‘We’ve increased the area of glazing on the ground floor by 200% which has drastically
increased the amount of natural light,’ says Oliver. ‘Not only does it make the house more
enjoyable to live in, from an environmental point of view it means that we are much less
dependent on artificial lighting.’ The house, which is orientated eastwards, also now benefits from increased but controlled levels of solar gain. ‘The sun enters in the mornings
and afternoons achieving a very comfortable internal temperature,’ Oliver says.

Increased glass ratio
The primary goal was to enhance the amount of natural daylight entering the building,
while minimising major structural changes to the existing openings in order to curtail
costs. Although the outer dimensions of most windows have remained the same, the difference in the width of the combined VELFAC mullion and frame compared to a UPVC
system has greatly increased daylight levels.
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Air tightness

Aesthetics

The entire building, including the windows and sliding doors, needed to be extremely air-

The clean architectural lines and contemporary quality of the VELFAC products suited

tight to minimise heat loss and to maximise the effectiveness of the heat recovery system.

the age and era of the house. They helped bring the building up to date without being too

The seals on the sliding doors are more reliable than those on folding, sliding systems,

obtrusive or too stylised. ‘We’ve literally had people stopping outside and commenting on

while the sealing system and arrangement that is installed around VELFAC products

how great the windows look,’ says Oliver.

further prevents leaks.

Low maintenance

Additional green measures

The VELFAC windows are of composite construction, meaning they are made from a

Additional elements of the refurbishment include cavity wall insulation, insulating

combination of materials. While timber, a natural and sustainable insulation material, is

render and locally sourced coppiced sweet chestnut external cladding.

used for the internal construction of the VELFAC composite design, the external aluminium sash enhances the window’s performance and increases its service life. Whereas a

The building is heated by a combination of a gas-fired condensing boiler, a heat

timber window requires periodic repainting the external aluminium sash requires almost

recovery system, solar thermal panels and a wood-burning stove, while water use

zero maintenance, needing only to be cleaned occasionally. Furthermore, aluminium is

has also been reduced and LED lighting installed.

more durable than timber, increasing the life expectancy of the window to in excess of
40 years.

As the project was completed in 2010 the performance of the house is yet to
be measured. ‘It’s too early for calculations and statistics, but on a human and

By exploiting the beneficial properties of both materials in this way the composite design

emotional level I am really pleased with the VELFAC products,’ says Oliver. ‘They

enhances the performance of the window while reduces its environmental impact as less

look great and function exceptionally well, making this a very comfortable house

resources and energy are used both in maintaining the window and in its replacement

to live in.’

due to the extended service life.
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Case study three: A new build
housing authority scheme
Greenwich Wharf is a residential scheme that has recently been completed by bptw
partnership on a brownfield site bordering the River Thames. It comprises a seven-storey
apartment building and three-storey, four-bedroom houses. In total it provides 267 affordable housing units and 29 private units and forms part of a larger master plan for the
area. The main contractor was Durkan and the clients, London & Regional Properties and
L&Q.
The challenge, as with all housing association schemes, was to meet the strict design
and environmental standards, which at the start of the project included EcoHomes, Lifetime Homes and Secured by Design, while remaining within a stringent budget.

Environmental targets
The completed scheme has achieved BREEAM Excellent for its housing components and
BREEAM Very Good for the remaining units. VELFAC systems were specified for both
the apartment building and houses, partly because they met the high environmental standards set by EcoHomes including the U-values, air tightness and the daylight values. The
scheme is also equipped with a green roof and ground source heat pumps that provide
all internal heating.

Size and complexity of the scheme
Sizeable residential schemes such as Greenwich Wharf require large amounts of glazing
and the contractors were confident that VELFAC could meet such a demand to schedule. Furthermore, as the building had numerous wall constructions including brickwork,
rendered blockwork and insulated panels, the side and head jambs of every frame had
to be detailed separately and the frames precisely located before installation. This was
achieved through a close collaboration between bptw partnership and the VELFAC design team.
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Robustness
Housing association schemes have among the most onerous standards in terms of
robustness in order to prevent spiralling maintenance costs once schemes are complete.
The VELFAC composite frames, which require minimal external maintenance and have
sturdy interior timber frames, are well designed for this purpose.
Allowing the occupants to clean the windows from inside their own properties was also
an integral part of the product selection as this reduces the associated costs and risks
of maintenance.
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Case study four: An award winning
eco office refurbishment
Elizabeth II Court has been transformed from a dilapidated 1960s eyesore into an in-

start to flow and cool the concrete structure down,’ says architect Julian Lipscombe. ‘It’s

novative, contemporary and exceptionally sustainable workspace for clients, Hampshire

as if the building were breathing.’

County Council. The architects, Bennetts Associates, worked with a team including project manager, Mace, M&E engineer, Ernest Griffiths, cost consultant, Davis Langdon and

Solar shading

main contractor, BAM, to create a building that not only sits more comfortably into the

One of the greatest challenges posed by the building was its orientation with the principle

picturesque setting of Winchester, but that also achieves BREEAM Excellent and emits

elevations facing east and west. This is problematic from an energy point of view because

less than 30 kg CO2/m /annum, an impressive reduction of roughly 70% from its previous

of the low sun angles, which are difficult to shade and the solar gain at the end of the

level.

day when the building has already been heated up by machinery, occupants and lights.

Fundamental to both the buildings new external appearance and its improved environ-

On the east façade, the addition of ducts provided a new depth and richness to the ele-

mental performance is the integrated design solution, which relies on VELFAC products

vation, but also self-shading. On the south elevation and other vulnerable areas, such as

to naturally ventilate the 12,600m2 space. This system was devised in response to the

the staircases, fixed vertical blades were added. The VELFAC design team provided a

buildings location on a busy road, which prevented the opening of windows on the street-

solution for integrating the solar shading into the window units using a concealed steel

facing façade. Instead, air is drawn from the internal courtyards across the floorplates

wind post with a cantilevered arm located between the timber mullions.

2

before being expelled through ducts or ‘chimneys’ along the street façade. Devices at the
top of these ducts called ‘wind troughs’ use renewable wind energy to create the suction

Solar gain

force that drives the system.

Concrete soffits have been exposed in order to exploit the materials thermal mass. Air

Natural ventilation
Roughly 50% of the building’s envelope now comprises floor-to-ceiling VELFAC win-

following day, shaving two to three degrees Celsius off the peak temperatures.

dows, a ratio that the architects believe maximises daylight levels without creating major

Embodied energy

issues with solar gain. Each panel has three sections – a fixed unit at floor level, a ma-

The relatively low embodied energy of VELFAC composite frames compared to similar

nually operated opening vent in the centre and an automated top opening vent with a

European glazing systems appealed to both the architect and the client. Not only is the

concealed actuator, which is linked to the Building Management System (BMS). When

timber carbon neutral, the aluminium is sourced from hydro power plants, further redu-

internal temperatures rise, the BMS opens both the top vent of the windows on the court-

cing the amount of non-renewable energy consumed in the production of the units.

yard elevation and the corresponding vent at the top of the vertical duct. ‘If you walk
around the building at certain times of the day you can see the windows open and the air
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passing through the building at night cools the slab allowing it to soak up heat during the

Cost considerations
VELFAC systems are cost effective in comparison to full aluminium systems. ‘There are
certain limitations with detailing, the choice of finishes and the refinement of the joints
compared with higher priced system,’ says Julian, ‘but overall the system works very well
and is very cost effective.’ Furthermore, the VELFAC operating mechanism allows windows to be cleaned from the floorplate, which is an important cost consideration for the
local authority.

Energy performance
The generous throat dimension of the VELFAC windows ensured adequate ventilation
while the U-values and air tightness achieved standards greater than those set by the
Building Regulations. ‘By being very meticulous about the detailing and installation of the
windows we achieved an air tightness of 6 m3/m2/hr at 50 Pa,’ says Julian.

Additional green measures
The 70% reduction in CO2 emissions has been achieved through upgrading the
thermal performance of the building and installing the natural ventilation system.
No other forms of renewable technology, such as solar photovoltaic panels or
wind turbines, have been installed although the building could take these as a
future upgrade path.
‘By channelling money into window actuators and the BMS controls we have
delivered a reduction of CO2 emissions that far outstrips what we could achieve
with renewable technologies,’ says Julian. ‘Creating elevations that perform very
well has been an essential part of this strategy.’
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Case study five: An innovative and sustainable
new office building
The new headquarters for the Woodland Trust in Grantham, Lincolnshire, is an innovative

pare to that of the solid walls with 160mm of insulation,’ says Matt. ‘With this project, as

sustainable building, which through its design and choice of materials cleverly evokes

with other office buildings, we have restricted glazing to 30% of the overall façade.’

the woodlands that the clients themselves are trying to protect. Completed in September 2010 by a design team comprising Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios, Max Fordham

The relatively shallow 15m wide plan depth of the main office floorplate and 4m floor-to-

Partnership, Atelier One and Grant Associates, the building has a net internal area of

ceiling heights allow for good levels of daylighting. This has been further enhanced by the

2386m and accommodates 200 workstations in an open plan office space. The total

even distribution of the glazing on the north and south elevations, as well as the addition

construction cost was approximately £5.1m and the project has received a BREEAM

of light shelves to the south façade. These reflect light onto the soffits and deep into the

Excellent rating.

floorplan. The interior surfaces have purposefully been kept white or light grey to further

2

Orientation and form
The building resembles a giant ascending spiral wrapped around a central woodland

Direct daylight has been allowed to enter the building at certain points. ‘It adds some

garden that visitors pass through before entering the building. The higher portion of the

sparkle and delight to the building,’ says Matt. Sunlight entering through roof lights il-

building that accommodates the open plan workspace comprises a three-storey, 15 me-

luminates the main stair, while elsewhere in the building manually operated glare blinds

tre-wide block and is orientated north-south. From this uncurls a wing of service and

control sunlight levels.

cellular spaces that stretches along the western boundary of the site.
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reflect the light.

Controlling solar gain

Three-storey-high vertical strips of VELFAC double-glazed, argon-filled windows with

When designing residential schemes the architects try to maximise solar gain. Yet, with

solar controlled glass are positioned on the south elevations, interspersed with timber

office buildings where people and computers provide heat throughout the day and the

cladding. In places insulated spandrel panels have been positioned behind the glass to

movement of workers is restricted, their approach is to avoid solar gain as much as pos-

hide the building’s structure and to give the impression of continuous columns of glazing.

sible. This has partially been achieved through the form and internal layout of the building

‘The unbroken glazing plays an important part in evoking the spacing and verticality of

as all the service and cellular spaces are positioned in a wing stretching along the south-

woodlands,’ says architect, Matt Vaudin.

western side of the plan, where solar shading is most difficult.

Daylight versus heat loss

On the northern façade the glazing is fully exposed whereas on the southern façade there

When positioning the glazing the architects’ aim was to strike a balance between maxi-

is a fixed timber solar shading array. At the very early design stages VELFAC developed a

mising the level of daylight while restricting heat loss through the glass. ‘Glazing is very

bespoke pod system for the south facing glazing units. This system was designed around

important as it provides daylight and creates a connection with the outside, yet although

the window perimeter and incorporated fixing points for the securing of the external sha-

the U-values of the VELFAC systems surpass the Building Regulations they cannot com-

ding system.

Natural ventilation
The building is fully naturally ventilated. It primarily relies on cross ventilation across the

In order to achieve the required levels of thermal mass while minimising the embodied

shallow floorplan while voids cut into the floorslab encourage some additional stack ef-

energy of the structure the design team took the innovative step of constructing the walls,

fect ventilation. Additional vents have also been provided at the highest point on the north

floor and roof in cross laminated timber panels and then fixing exposed concrete panels

elevation while an external timber baffle stops wind entering the building and creates

to the soffits. The concrete acts structurally by working as a composite with the timber

negative pressure to further encourage air movement out of the building.

panels, while also providing the required thermal mass.

Low-level windows can be manually opened. The higher windows are fitted with inte-

VELFAC worked closely with Atelier One, the structural engineers, to devise a fixing

grated concealed actuators and are operated by the Building Management System,

solution that would accommodate the flexibility of the building fabric and the on site

which opens the windows in increments in response to the internal temperature and

construction method, while avoiding thermal bridges and visible fixings to the exposed

CO2 levels. This resulted in a complex window schedule that VELFAC produced for the

internal panel faces.

architects.

Thermal mass

Air tightness
The glazing played an important role in achieving an air tightness of 2.4 m3/m2/hr at 50Pa,

In the warmer months natural ventilation is coupled with night time cooling to reduce tem-

which is less than 25% of the current level required by Building Regulations. This was

peratures in the building for the next working day. Windows are automated via integrated

in part due to the interface between the VELFAC units and the cross-laminated timber

and concealed actuators, which open to allow colder night time air to cool the exposed

structure. ‘The installers had to work particularly hard to ensure that the windows were

concrete soffits. This prepares the structure for the following day by equipping it with an

installed correctly as there was not much room for tolerance because of the exposed

increased thermal capacity to absorb the daily heat gains from the building and therefore

timber structure,’ says Matt. ‘Every unit had to be true to one or two millimetres.’

limits internal temperature rises.
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Case study six: Childcare centre
This childcare centre in Hørsholm, Denmark is a pioneering project that once completed in

In the winter solar gain is maximised both through the windows and through the rooflights,

2011 will produce more energy through renewable technology than it consumes. Designed

with up to 67% of the radiant heat that hits the glazing entering the building as passive

by Christensen & Co. Architects in close collaboration with Ramboll engineers, the project

heat. Two thirds of the rooflights face south at a 30 degree angle to maximise solar gain,

was commissioned by Hørsholm Municipality and VKR Holding. It demonstrates how dif-

while the north facing rooflights are angled at 20 degrees to ensure minimum heat loss.

ferent glazing systems can be used within one building to both naturally ventilate the space
and achieve the optimum energy balance, therefore reducing the energy required to heat and

The building is passively heated for most of the year. ‘The design goal was to achieve

cool that building.

an energy balance in each of the rooms, so areas along the northern façade that loose

Form and orientation
The 1,300m building has been designed to optimise both daylight and solar gain while also
2

being sympathetic to the low-rise houses that surround the site. The triangular facades are

Thomas Nørgaard. ‘The total annual heat gain very nearly cancels out the total annual
heat loss.’

orientated north, southeast and southwest while the angular roof rises and falls like a minia-

Thermal mass

ture mountain range. This mimics the pitched roofs of the surrounding buildings and plays an

The concrete floor and walls of the structure further optimise the performance of the

important role in the building’s energy strategy.

building as the material has a high thermal massing, meaning that radiant heat streaming

Daylight
The architects calculated the number of windows, their positioning and orientation using the

in during the day is absorbed by the walls and floors and then gradually released as the
inside temperature cools in the late afternoon and evening.

VELUX Daylight Visualizer programme. While the northern façade of the triangle has been

Natural ventilation

shortened to minimise heat loss during the winter months, the southeast and southwest faca-

The building is naturally ventilated with air passing through small glazed units on the

des are elongated to maximise daylight levels. Forty percent of the southeast and southwest

facades and exiting through the rooflights. When the outside temperature drops beyond

elevation and 20% of the north elevation are glazed with VELFAC windows. Rooms with the

a certain point the natural ventilation is replaced by a mechanical ventilation system with

greatest light requirements are positioned along the southeast and southwest facades, while

heat recovery. Both are fully automated through the WindowMaster Building Manage-

service areas and rooms where the children sleep are positioned on the north.

ment System.

Solar gain

Specifying glazing to maximise energy performance

Solar gain is minimised during the warmer months by exterior solar screens with a sha-

The building has five different glazing systems with a different VELFAC product on each

ding factor of 0.2 placed on the southeast and southwest elevations and the south-facing

of the three facades and two VELUX products in the roof. This design solution relates to

rooflights. This shading is automated through the Building Management System supplied

modelling carried out by Ramboll, which calculated the energy balance for various types

by WindowMaster, which is connected to a weather station on the roof and light and

of glazing when positioned at a range of angles and orientations to the sun.

temperature sensors in each of the rooms.
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heat through the glazing have south-facing rooflights to garner solar gain,’ says architect

Mechanical ventilation
with heat recycling

Fresh air intake

Natural
ventilation

Photovoltaic

Roofwindows

Solar Collectors

Photovoltaic driven
sun screening

Energy concept:

Less open north facade in
order to minimize heat loss.
3-layer glass for optimal
energy balance.

Cross
ventilation

Heat storage under
ground

Thermo active floors
and walls

Solar driven heat pump

Surplus energy to
electricity grid

Open south facade for maximum
daylight and solar heating. 2-layer
glass for optimal energy balance

On the north elevation VELFAC 200i triple-glazed, argon filled units have been installed
to maximise the U-value, while the low iron content of the glass maximises light transmission (LT). The same VELFAC units on the southwest elevation are double-glazed and

Additional green measures

argon filled to maximise the g-value and therefore ensure maximum solar gain while the

The design of the building and its passive heating and ventilation system

VELFAC 200i units on the southeast elevation are double-glazed, argon-filled with a low

means its energy requirements are less than 50% of those set by Danish

iron content to maximise both solar gain and light transmission. Similarly, the north-facing

Building Regulations.

rooflights are triple-glazed with a high U-value, while those facing south are doubleglazed with a high g-value.

Any additional heating requirements are met by 50m2 of solar thermal panels
and a ground source heat pump, while 250m2 of photovoltaic panels generate

‘In this building windows are not windows in the traditional sense,’ says Thomas. ‘They

electricity. In total the nursery produces 8 kWh/m2/year.

are contributing to the energy balance of the building, which is essential if you want to
create a building that through its structure alone is carbon neutral.’ Furthermore, double-

This means that during eight months of the year excess energy is fed back into

glazed units are also less expensive, have a longer lifespan and a lower embodied energy

the national grid and for the four darkest months of the year, renewable energy

than triple-glazed units, making them both economical and environmentally beneficial

is bought back by the childcare centre.

when the building’s performance is enhanced by their use.
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